
  

Press release, 2 March 2020

Cinema audience to meet international and Swedish film-
makers at Tempo Documentary Festival which starts today

Danes Louise Detlefsen, Louise Unmack Kjeldsen and Eva Mulvad are three of the 

international directors who are attending this year’s Tempo Documentary Festival. They are 

behind documentaries with widely different themes such as body positivism (Fat Front) and

having to flee their country in the name of love (Love Child).



In addition to these, directors and producers from all corners of the world will visit Stockholm 
during the festival week, which takes place from today and 8 March. They will all attend the 
screenings of their films and are also available for interviews. Below is a list of the 
international guests, the dates they are here and a link to more information about each film. 
The majority of the directors of the Swedish films will also attend the festival for talks after 
the screenings. Please let us know in good time if you are interested in interviewing any of 
the visiting filmmakers.
LOVE CHILD
Eva Mulvad, 3-5 March
https://tempofestival.se/program/love-child/
FAT FRONT
Louise Detlefsen 5-9 March, Louise Unmack Kjeldsen 6-8 March, Pauline Lindborg 7-8 
March
https://tempofestival.se/program/fat-front/
CUNNINGHAM
Alla Kovgan, 6-9 March
https://tempofestival.se/program/cunningham/
IHUMAN
Tonje Hessen Schei, 2-3 March
https://tempofestival.se/program/ihuman/
I OWE YOU A LETTER ABOUT BRAZIL
Carol Benjamin, 5-9 March
https://tempofestival.se/program/i-owe-you-a-letter-about-brazil/
WINTOPIA
Mira Burt-Wintonick, 2-9 March
https://tempofestival.se/program/wintopia/
SUMMERWAR
Moritz Schulz, Louis Wick 5-9 March
https://tempofestival.se/program/summerwar/
LA MAMI
Laura Herrero Garvin, 6-9 March
https://tempofestival.se/program/la-mami/
CHASING YEHOSHUA
Shay Fogelman, 5-8 March
https://tempofestival.se/program/chasing-yehoshua/
Read the entire festival programme at http://tempofestival.se
Apply for press accreditation at the festival: http://tempofestival.se/pressackreditering/
Press contact:
Louise Bodin,
Tel. +46 (0)701-52 56 65, louise.bodin@tempofestival.se
www.tempofestival.se 
---------------------------- 
The 21st edition of the Tempo Documentary Festival will take place on March 2 - 8, 2020. Tempo 
Documentary Festival is the largest festival of its kind in Sweden. Founded in 1998, Tempo has since the 
beginning presented creative documentaries from all over the world, which would otherwise not reach the 
Swedish audience. Tempo has established a unique forum for the presentation of documentary work 
across traditional boundaries – film, radio, photography and transmedia as well as more experimental 
forms of expression. Between festivals, a number of different events are arranged with a documentary 
focus, such as seminars, debates, photo exhibitions, together with screenings and workshops for young 
people. The festival and other associated events are arranged and developed by the non-profit organisation

Tempo Documentary Festival.
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